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Strong Start to 2024, But Risks Remain

The year 2024 has picked up right where 2023 left off, with strong performance across equity markets.  The S&P 500 surged 10.6%, 

which outpaced the Nasdaq Composite Index of 9.3%.  Themes that prevailed in 2023, like large cap over small cap and growth 

over value, continued their momentum in the first quarter.  Russell 1000 Growth outperformed Russell 1000 Value broadly by 

about 2.4%, while large cap (Russell 1000) stocks outperformed small cap (Russell 2000) by over 5%.  

What is even more impressive about the continued equity rally is that it has occurred despite elevated geopolitical tensions and 

amid three major developed economies falling into recession (Germany, Japan and the United Kingdom).  Still, markets have been 

focused on the incredible potential of Artificial Intelligence as well as the likely easing of US monetary policy later this year.

While we have been more optimistic than the market about the macro outlook and probability of a soft landing, we remain 

focused on a number of considerations, including the Federal Reserve’s policy outlook, concerns about commercial real estate, 

and geopolitical developments. 

Will the Fed Get it Right?

Investors breathed a sigh of relief on March 20, when the US Federal Reserve confirmed their plan for three rate cuts this year.  

Because of a couple of higher than expected inflation prints to start the year, the market had been braced for the risk of the Fed 

waiting longer to reduce its policy rate.  Along with the updated “dot plot,” the Fed also updated its forecasts for upward economic 

growth and inflation.  

Market expectations for rate cuts have been on a wild ride this year, shifting from over six cuts priced in to begin the year to around 

three priced in currently, after falling to as low as 2.5.  Importantly from our perspective, the market and the Fed are now aligned 

on rate projections.

Rate Cut Rollercoaster

Date Market Expectations of Rate Cuts 2024 Note

12/31/2023 6.3 Start of Q1

1/31/2024 5.8 After January Fed meeting

3/20/2024 3.2 After March Fed Meeting

3/31/2024 2.7 End of Q1

While the Fed has been relatively successful thus far in lowering inflation without engineering a recession, dual-sided risks remain. 

The first risk is moving too slowly to reduce rates, negatively impacting the economy and risking recession.  The second risk is 

easing too quickly, before clear evidence that inflation (and expectations for inflation) is falling toward the Fed’s 2% target.

A further consideration for the Fed is the upcoming US election.  We believe that Fed Chair Jerome Powell intends to begin any 

rates cuts well in advance of the election to avoid any perception of favoring one political party over the other.  Recent stronger-

than-expected economic data and inflation data complicates the landscape for the Fed.  

While our base case remains that the Fed will cut rates two to three times this year, the start of any rate cuts may be pushed out 

until later this summer. 



Markets Continue to Perform Better Than Expected 

Although we predict that the Fed will cut rates two to three 

times this year, the start of any rate cuts may be pushed out until 

later this summer.  

Commercial Real Estate Concerns

Concerns over banks’ exposure to commercial real estate have 

been in focus since last spring when three regional lenders 

failed.  The latest news from New York Community Bancorp, 

which reported a surprise loss on January 31 and then a reported 

loss more than 10 times what it previously stated, led to the 

resignation of its CEO and rekindled some of the fears in the 

market.  Shares of regional banks fell sharply after this latest 

development.  

Further, the “extend and pretend” theme has continued in 

commercial real estate. Goldman Sachs estimated that $270B  

of commercial mortgages expected to mature in 2023 have  

been extended into 2024.  A good chunk of this debt pile 

originated when interest rates were near zero, which means  

that borrowers will face a refinancing shock. Meanwhile, US  

office vacancies hit a fresh peak in the first quarter at nearly  

20%, according to Moody’s.

US Office Vacancies Set Record

Fed chair Jerome Powell said recently that commercial real 

estate’s impact on the banking sector is “a problem we’ll be 

working on for years.”  This impact will likely be heavily felt by 

regional banks, given that they account for around 80% of all bank 

loans for commercial properties.  Outside of regional banks, there 

is less concern. The Federal Reserve’s latest Financial Stability 

Report stated that “stress tests suggest the largest banks are well 

positioned to withstand a severe recession and contraction in 

CRE (Commercial Real Estate) markets.”

We do not expect the negative headlines around commercial 

real estate to go away anytime soon. However, we do not 

anticipate broader market contagion from this issue. In our  

real estate allocation to client portfolios, we are focused on 

areas like data centers and student housing where demand 

remains strong.  

Geopolitical Considerations 

As we noted, in our 2024 outlook, geopolitical risk remains 

elevated, because of ongoing Russia-Ukraine war as well as the 

Israel-Hamas war.  On March 25, the U.N. Security Council passed 

a resolution demanding an immediate ceasefire.   

Additionally, two years after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the 

situation remains extremely fluid regarding the Russia-Ukraine war. 

Russian President Putin recently escalated his rhetoric about the 

potential of Western troops fighting in Ukraine.  The lack of clear 

“off ramps” clouds both of these situations and means that they 

will potentially be with us for some time.  
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Markets have climbed the “wall of worry” despite these 

increased geopolitical risks.  We are closely watching areas such 

as commodity prices (in particular oil) and shipping costs to 

assess the outlook.  

Geopolitical risks are by nature difficult to assess.  While we 

continue to monitor developments in the Middle East as well 

as in the Russia-Ukraine war, we encourage our clients to 

remain fully invested in diversified portfolios. 

While we are not overly bearish about any of these key risks, we 

are closely monitoring developments and stand ready to adjust 

tactical positioning as warranted. Please contact your wealth 

advisor for further details.
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Historical performance results for investment indices, benchmarks, and/or categories have been provided for general informational/comparison purposes only, 
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S&P 500 Index is generally considered representative of the US stock market.
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